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Me study of the separation of energy scales
of random FM/AF spin chains

l!iR-I-5t1Mn,~Jl-m~[jh. Be t Am 1Ji'f':./J".J.... J "f?'J [::t.WI ./ u/71 a·.'"\. Ilion , R*~-I-5t*1j~1Mnxm5tm~[jh. 1\1 f 1S/J,llJJ.J.... J ~1J~"f?'J)-...:E J WI./u/71 lV an'ree iegrist

'Ve have investigated numerically the thermodynamic properties of a generic random bond
model and of a realistic model of Sr3CuPtl-:z:Ir:z:Oa by the quantum Monte Carlo loop al
gorithm. For the first time we demonstrate the separation into three different temperature
regimes for the original Hamiltonian based on an exact treatment, especially we show that the
intermediate temperature regime is well-defined and observable in both the specific heat and
the magnetic susceptibility. In a second part we investigate the low-temperature temperature
dependence of the the generalized staggered susceptibility and magnetization; and we propose
two new universal scaling exponents in order to describe them.

One-dimensional (ID) quantum spin chains are typical examples of many-body systems with

a very rich variety of physical properties. Disorder effects play a particularly important role

in quasi-ID systems, because even small deviations from regularity often destabilize the pure

phases [1], A peculiar example of a disordered spin chain is the alloy Sr3CuPtl-xIrx06 [2]; a spin

system with randomly distributed ferromagnetic (FM) (JF < 0) and antiferromagnetic (AF)

(JA > 0) bonds. There is a correlation among the bonds in the sense that FM bonds always

occur in sequences of even numbers, since each Ir-ion makes such bonds with its two neighboring

Cu-ions. A generic model neglecting these correlations is given by H gen = Ei JiSi . Si+l [3],

with a bond probability distribution P(Ji) = p6(Ji + JF) + (1- p)6(Ji - .IA).

Three different temperature regimes are present in this system [3, 4]. The low temperature

regime has been investigated [4, 5] for an effective Hamiltonian with a broad random distri

bution of couplings Ji, in contrast to the discrete distribution in Sr3CuPtl-xIrx06. Here we

demonstrate that the intermediate te'mperature regime is well-defined and observable in both

the specific heat and the susceptibility by an exact treatment of the original Hamiltonian.

Further we investigate for the first time effect of the correlations among the FM bonds in

Sr3CuPtl-xIrx06 in an experimentally accessible temperature range [6], providing a sensitive

test for the randomness of the distribution of the Pt- and Ir-ions in Sr3CuPtl-xIrx06.

In the second part we concentrate on the low-temperature regime of the generalized staggered

susceptibility, correlation and magnetization [7] for a box-distribution of couplings .Ii. Besides

the scaling exponent a we propose two other new universal scaling exponents for the scaling of

the generalized staggered susceptibility and magnetization.

The numerical simulations are performed by the continuous time Quantum Monte Carlo

(QMC) loop algorithm [8, 9], For both studies we have used chains of the length of 400 sites

each and considered 400 different random distributions for the discrete distributions and 100

for the box-distributions,

Let us start with the discussion of the results for the discrete distributions. We have studied

H gen without correlations and I.IFI = I.lAI for the case of p = 0.5, what we call the ''tmcon

strained model". In a "constrained model" we include the additional restriction that the FM

1 E-mail:ammon@ginnan.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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~ 1: (left): QMC simulations of the uniform magnetic susceptibility X times temperature T.

(right): QMC and high-temperature expansions (HTE) [3] results for the specific heat per Spill COV'

bonds always occur pairwise and that the FM couplings are stronger than the AF couplings

IJFI = 4IJAI, as it is expected for Sr3CuPtl-xIrx06.

In the intermediate temperature regime J ex T we' expect the formation of correlated spin

segments and the susceptibility following X = Jt~1, where Ceff is an effective Curie-constant

[3]. This Curie-law can be seen as a plateau in Fig. 1, where we show XJT. From our QMC

simulations we get Ceff = 0.138 ± 0.003 [6]. In the case of Sr3CuPtl-xIrx06 the FM bonds start

to correlate at higher temperatures due to the stronger coupling. If all the spins within the

segments are completely c9rrelated: we find a lower bound of Ceff = 0.33 ± 0.017 by a statistical

analysis. An upper bound of C~ffax = 0040 ± 0.02 is obtained for the case where all AF spins

remain uncoupled due to their weaker couplings. From our QMC data we get Ceff ~ 0.36 [6].

The crossover between different temperature regimes should be visible by two peak-like struc

tures in the specific heat, one for the correlation of the original S = 1/2, and a second peak

where segments of the effective spins start to correlate. We show the first calculations [6] where

this can actually be seen in Fig. 1. The large peak around T = 0.5J corresponds to the first

peak, and in the inset one can clearly see the second peak at low temperatures for the uncon

strained model. Because of the different coupling strengths in the constrained model, the peaks

are washed out in this case, but we can interpreted the cusp-like structure near T ~ 0.05.1 as

the onset of correlations among the effective spins.

Next we would like to discuss the low-temperature behavior of the generalized staggered

'b'l' I l' .. 1 h b d d' 'b' P(J) {'2} -.10 < .I < .10susceptl I Ity. n t lIS part we start WIt 1 t e on Istn utlOn = . 0 •o otherWIse,
where .10 is the maximal coupling setting the energy scale. The low energy behavior of the

random FM-AF chain is independent of the initial for regular distributions [10].

The generalized staggered susceptibility is defined here as the linear response of the spin chain

to a staggered field H st whose sign on site j is given by Tj = I1~-;;0 sgn( -.1m ) in analogy to

the regular AF staggering. Nagaosa et al. [11] suggested that each cluster forms a (classical)

staggered spin Sst = (1 proportional to the cluster length 1 and ( = const. From this we obtain

by a statistical cluster analysis [7] Xst = (2:;2 T-(1+2a) + (_:~(2 T-1+O(T-1+2a). However, fi'om

the QMC data we rather find a different leading powerlaw Xst ex T-7 with ,= 1.17±O.Ol down
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~ 2: (left:) Double logarithmic plot of the generalized staggered susceptibility as a function of

temperature. The dashed line shows a divergence with T-(1+2a).

(right): Double logarithmic plot of the correlation length ~ as function of temperature T. ~(T)

diverges approximately with T~O.4(j (dashed line) for T -t a

to temperatures as low as T = .To/lOOO.

We treat the application of the staggered field as a perturbation to the Hamiltonian and

assume that the generalized staggered correlation function of a single cluster is bounded by

2:i,j 7i 7 j{WO(S, M)ISf Sflwo(S, M)) ~ 921P , where 92 = const. and p a scaling exponent. Thus

we find upper bounds for the correlation function for large r within a correlated cluster ro(r) =

2:i 7i 7 i+"{WO(S, MlISfSf+/,!wo(S, M)) ex r-ry with p = 2 -''I. From this we find that Xst per spin

in a correlated cluster to scales as Xst ex T-(1+2a(p-l». From the QMC result 'Y = 1.17 ± 0.01

(Fig. 2) we can give an upper bound for the exponent 1J ~ 1- Ya1 ~ O.62±O.02 We conclude that

the correlation is much longer ranged than in a regular AF spin-1/2 chain where the exponent

is 1. However, the exponent of Xst is smaller than 1+20', inconsistent with the assumption that

the ground state of the random FM-AF chain has long range order.

Finally, we calculate the correlation function r(r) = {i 'Lf=l SfSf+r (rr~;~il sgn(-Jm))).
For large r and at fixed temperature T, the correlation function fer, T) is found to be rather

well described by a pure exponential form r(r,T) = R(T)e-1,/~(T) for r ~ ~(T), where ~(T) is

the correlation length and the prefactor R(T) is r independent. From the QMC data we obtain
~(T) ex T- 0.46 (Fig. 2), in agreement with the scaling ~cx 1ex T-2a = T-0.42±0.04.

For for (~ ~ 1) and T -+ 0 we propose the scaling ~ehavior r(r) = e'r(r,/o for the correla

tion function of random FM-AF spin chains, where rex) is a universal (temperature indepen

dent) function. As a consequence the prefactor R(T) should behave as ~(T)V at low tempera

tures, leading to InR(T) -lnR(To) = vln~ - vln~o = -2vO'lnT + 2valn1h. From the QMC

data in Fig. 3 we get estimate of v = -0.61±0.06. Another possibility to estimate the exponent v

is to consider the low-temperature behavior of the square of the generalized staggered magnetiza

tion defined by Ms; = {(i 2:f=l 7 i St) 2) = i (2:,.>0 fer) + r~o») ~ i J~oo drr(r) for L ~ ~ ~ 1.

Using our proposed scaling for f(T) we obtain M~ = ie' Jo
OO

dTf(T/~) = i~v+l .I;~ dxf(x) ex:
~v+l ex T- 2a(v+l). From the QMC data in Fig. 3 we obtain M~ ex: T-O•180±O.002, and thus

v ~ -0.61 in good agreement with the previous result.

In conclusion we have presented the first exact numerical treatment of the original Hanul-
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~ 3: (left): Double logarithmic plot of the prefactor of the correlation function R as function

of temperature T. From the slope -2va = 0.28 ± 0.02 we get v = -0.61 ± 0.06.

(right): Double logarithmic plot of the square of the generalized staggered magnetization Ms~'

tonian showing a clear separation into three different temperature regimes. This separation

can be seen by two marked peaks ill the specific heat and two Curie laws ill the magnetic sus

ceptibility. In a realistic model of Sr:ICuPtl-xIrxO(j, the different magnit.udes of the FM and

AF couplings lead to overlapping energy scales and the crossover between the three regimes is

rather continuous. We have given upper and lower bounds for the effective Curie-constants Ceff.

Non-random distributions in actual experiments will give much larger values of Ceff'

In the second part we have studied the low temperature behavior of the generalized staggered

susceptibility. We introduce a new exponent , ~ 1.17 describing Xst ex T-'. A further exponent

v ~ 0.61 arises from the scaling form of the correlation function. We have shown that v is

connected with the ground state correlation function which probably exhibits a powerlaw decay

over long distances, fo(r) ex .,.-'7 < .,.-v. Both exponents are assumed to be universal like a.

There is no obvious relation between " 1/ and a.
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